Speaking with One Voice, we engage directly with decision makers on initiatives that support the promotion and growth of our New York State high tech business base including our cornerstone asset, the Air Force Research Laboratory Information Directorate a.k.a. Rome Lab.
Leading Edge Ventures & Opportunities

One of 5 AFRL Innovative Institutes with a Partnership Intermediary Agreement in place to support tech transfer. The GI is also a designated NYS Tech Business Incubator and Hot Spot.

Rome Lab continues to be out front exploring, demonstrating and transitioning Command, Control, Communications, CYBER and Intelligence (C4I) technologies that enable the Air Force and Nation to maintain its superior advantage.

Headquartered at Griffiss International Airport, in Rome, New York, NUAIR manages one of six UAS test sites in the United States leading the research and deployment technologies that establish the case for safe UAS operations in the nation’s commercial airspace. The NUAIR Alliance is a New York based not-for-profit coalition of more than 70 private and public entities and academic institutions working together to operate and oversee UAS test ranges in New York, Massachusetts and Michigan.

A NYS-chartered not-for-profit Research Institute and subsidiary of the Griffiss Institute provides multi-disciplinary scientific research for government and industry, especially in cyber-security and related topics for the benefit of NYS and our Nation.

The Entrepreneur ecosystem thrives in New York. Start-Up NY gives qualified new ventures TAX FREE benefits for 10 years at locations across Upstate NY.
ABOUT:
The CYBER NY Alliance is a coalition of more than 75 private and public entities and academic institutions working together to create and support initiatives that enhance the high tech footprint and create jobs in our CNY region that stretches across Interstates 90 and 81. The CYBER NY Alliance partners include AIS • AmeriCU • AX Enterprize • AX Signature • BAE Systems • Binghamton University • Capraro Technologies • CenterState CEO • Clarkson University • Cyber Research Institute • First Source Federal Credit Union • FTL Interactive • GLDC • Griffiss Institute • Intelligent Automation, Inc. • Exelis • Logos Technologies • Mohawk Valley Community College • Mohawk Valley EDGE • NUAIR Alliance • NY Power Authority • NYSTEC • Oasis Systems • Oneida Savings • PAR Government • Quanterion Solutions • Raytheon BBN Technologies • Reservoir Labs • SRC • SUNY Poly • Syracuse University • Syracuse University CASE Center • Utica College

MISSION:
The Cyber NY Alliance mission is to promote, advocate, strengthen and expand the cyber eco-system in Central New York in collaboration with the Air Force Research Laboratory Information Directorate, Rome Site which leads the United States in the discovery, development and integration of affordable Command, Control, Communications, Cyber and Intelligence technologies for air, space and cyberspace.

VISION:
The CYBER NY Alliance vision is to create a Super Lab by leveraging Rome Lab’s unique customer understanding and strategic blend of state of the art research facilities, world class researchers, and public/private collaboration.